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INFORMATION NOTE
The member state in charge of controlling the company’s insurance activity is Spain and the controlling 
authority is the Directorate-General of Insurance and Pension Funds, overseen by the Ministry of 
Economy, Industry and Competitiveness.

The legislation that applies to the contract is Spanish; specifically, the Law on Insurance Contracts (Act 
50/80 of 8 October) and the Law on the Regulation, Supervision and Solvency of Insurers (Act 20/2015 of 
14 July) and its implementing regulations.

LIBERTY SEGUROS, Compañía de Seguros y Reaseguros, S.A., has a Customer Service Department 
and Customer Ombudsman for handling and settling any complaints or claims arising from actions taken 
by the company or its insurance agents or bank insurance brokers, in accordance with the procedure set 
forth in Order ECO 734/2004 of 11 March.

Policyholders, insured parties, beneficiaries, affected third parties and their entitled dependants can 
submit their complaints and claims to:

–  The Liberty Seguros Customer Service Department, by writing to Paseo de las Doce Estrellas, 
4, 28042 Madrid, Spain; by sending a fax to (+34) 91 301 79 98; or by sending an e-mail to 
reclamaciones@libertyseguros.es

– Or secondly, to the Liberty Group Customer Ombudsman, by writing to C/ Velázquez 80, 28001 
Madrid (Spain) or by sending a fax to (+34) 91 308 49 91 or an e-mail to: reclamaciones@da-defensor.org

All complaints and claims filed by customers will be processed and settled within a maximum period of 
two months following their submission.

In the event the claimant disagrees with the resolution made by any of the above-mentioned bodies or 
has received no response after a period of two months, s/he can submit his/her complaint or claim in 
writing to the Claims Service of the Directorate-General for Insurance and Pension Funds at Paseo de la 
Castellana, 44, 28046 Madrid, Spain, (www.dgsfp.mineco.es/reclamaciones).

In addition to the methods for submitting claims listed above, disputes may also be brought before the 
relevant courts and tribunals via the legal route.

The Customer Ombudsman Regulation, which details the procedure for handling complaints and claims, is 
available to customers at all Liberty Seguros offices. The regulation is also available at www.libertyseguros.es 
or from your insurance agent.

The registered offices of the insurance company LIBERTY SEGUROS, COMPAÑÍA DE SEGUROS Y 
REASEGUROS, S.A. are located at Paseo de las Doce Estrellas, 4, 28042 Madrid, Spain.

The company has the legal status of a joint stock company.
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DEFINITIONSPRELIMINARY ARTICLE
For the purposes of this contract, the following definitions apply:

 Insurer: the insurance company is Liberty Seguros, Compañía de Seguros y 
Reaseguros, S.A.

 Policyholder: The individual or legal entity that signs this contract, together with the 
insurer, and to whom the obligations arising hereunder correspond, unless, due to their 
nature, they must be fulfilled by the insured.

 Insured: the natural person that bears the risk established in the policy that, 
in the absence of the policyholder, assumes the obligations stemming from the 
contract.

 Beneficiary: Natural or legal person that holds the right to the indemnity or benefit 
purchased.

 Policy: the document containing the regulatory conditions of the insurance. 
The policy consists of the proposal form, the general conditions, the schedule that 
customises risk, and any endorsements or appendices issued to complement or amend 
the policy.

 Premium: the price of the insurance. The invoice shall also include any legally 
applicable surcharges and taxes.

 Actuarial age: The age of the insured on the birthday closest to the day on which the 
policy takes effect and on each subsequent policy anniversary.

 Insured sum: the insured sum shown in the policy, which represents the maximum 
limit of the sum insured, of the indemnity or value of the service to be paid by the insurer, 
depending on the case, for each claim.

 Funeral service: the set of elements and services necessary to carry out the burial or 
cremation of the deceased insured party.

 Claim: the event that causes harmful consequences or the need to assist the insured 
through the application of the cover included in the policy.

 Waiting period: the period of time during which some of the cover included within 
the policy are not effective.

OBJECT OF THE INSURANCE2
In the event of a claim, Liberty Seguros ensures the services included in the schedule in 
accordance with that agreed herein.
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UNINSURABLE INDIVIDUALS3
Individuals that, at the time of purchase, are over 70 years of age, have a serious 
illness or serious consequences of an accident are uninsurable, unless said 
circumstances were stated in the health questionnaire and expressly accepted by the 
insurer.

Individuals that reside outside of Spain may not purchase insurance.

BASIS FOR THE CONTRACT4
The statements made by the policyholder and, if applicable, by the insured, in accordance 
with the questionnaire provided thereto by the insurer, as well as this policy, constitute a 
single whole, the foundation of the insurance, which only covers the risks specified therein 
within the accorded limits. If the content of the policy is different from the insurance 
application or the stipulated clauses, the policyholder may, within a period of one month 
from delivery of the policy for the formalisation thereof, file a claim against the insurer to 
rectify such differences. If no claim is filed within this period, the terms of the policy shall 
apply.

That which has been specified in this article prompted the insurer to accept the risk, 
undertake the obligations resulting thereto from the contract, and set the premium.

DRAWING UP AND EFFECT OF THE CONTRACT5
The contract is executed by consent, as demonstrated by the contracting parties signing 
the policy.

The policy cover enters into force at midnight of the day shown as the schedule effective 
date, provided that the contract was drawn up and the first premium paid.

If there is a delay in meeting the aforementioned requirements, the obligations of the 
insurer shall begin at midnight on the day both requirements are met.

TAXES6
All legally applicable taxes and surcharges payable by virtue of this policy, both at present 
and in the future, shall be borne by the policyholder, the insured or the beneficiary.

RIGHT OF WITHDRAWAL7
The information contained herein only applies to cases of distance contracting.

Distance contracting is deemed so when the negotiation and execution of the contract 
takes place without the physical and simultaneous presence of the parties by using 
telematic, electronic, telephonic, fax or similar means.
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The policyholder may withdraw from the contract without giving reason and without 
penalty within 14 calendar days from conclusion of the contract, provided that the harmful 
event covered under the insurance has not occurred. Nonetheless, if the policyholder does 
not receive the contract conditions and information set out in Article 7.1 of the Distance 
Marketing of Financial Services for Consumers Act 22/2007 of 11 July, the period for 
exercising the right to withdraw from the contract shall begin the day they receive this 
information.

The right to withdraw must be exercised by the policyholder by means of a written 
statement sent to Paseo de las Doce Estrellas, 4, 28042, Madrid; by fax to 91 721 07 
04; or by email to csv@libertyseguros.es. The withdrawal will enter into effect on 
its date of issue. From this date onwards, Liberty Seguros will no longer cover the 
risk in question, and the policyholder will be entitled to a refund of any premiums 
s/he may have paid, minus the part corresponding to the period of time in which 
the contract was in force. Liberty Seguros will reimburse the policyholder as soon 
as possible, within a maximum period of 30 calendar days from the date on which 
it receives the notice of withdrawal.

RISK STATEMENT8
The insurance policyholder must, prior to the conclusion of the contract and 
in accordance with the questionnaire provided thereto by the insurer, declare 
any circumstances to their knowledge that could affect the risk assessment. The 
policyholder shall be released from this obligation if the insurer does not require them 
to complete a questionnaire or, though required, the questionnaire does not address 
the relevant circumstances.

The insurer may cancel the contract by statement to the insurance policyholder within 
a period of one month from the time it becomes aware of the insurance policyholder’s 
withholding or misrepresentation. The premiums pertaining to the period under way 
at the time the statement is sent shall correspond to the insurer, except in the case of 
wilful misconduct or gross fault thereby.

If the claim occurs before the insurer issues the statement referred to in the previous 
paragraph, the benefit provided by the insurer shall be reduced in proportion to the 
difference between the risk premium listed in the policy and that which would have 
applied had the true magnitude of the risk been known. If due to wilful misconduct or 
gross negligence by the insurance policyholder, the insurer shall be released from its 
obligation to pay the benefit.
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CASES OF INCORRECT AGE OF THE 
INSURED

9

In the event that the age declared by the insured was incorrect, the insurer may only contest 
the contract if the true age of the insured on the date on which the contract came into force 
was higher than the admission limit stipulated therein.

Alternatively, if, as a result of the misstatement of date of birth, the premium paid is less than 
that which would have been payable, the benefit paid by the insurer shall be reduced in 
proportion to the premium received. If, instead, the premium paid is higher than that which 
would have been payable, the insurer must reimburse the surplus premium paid interest-free.

PREMIUM PAYMENT10
The premium sum is calculated and updated annually depending on the factors that define 
the risk borne by the insurer.

By agreement between the parties, the payment of the annual premium may be divided into 
biannual, quarterly or monthly periods, which may involve a surcharge.

The insurance policyholder must pay the first or single premium upon the drawing up of 
the contract.

Any subsequent premium invoices shall be paid on their corresponding due dates, in advance 
and in full.

Should no place for payment of the premium be stipulated in the policy schedule, payment is 
to be made at the residence of the insurance policyholder.

If, through fault of the policyholder, the first premium is not paid, the insurer is entitled to 
terminate the contract or demand the enforced payment of the outstanding premium based 
on the policy. In any case, and unless stipulated otherwise in the schedule, if the premium has 
not been paid before a claim occurs, the insurer shall be released from its obligation.

If one of the subsequent premiums is not paid, the insurer shall suspend cover for a period 
of one month from the date on which the premium is due. If the insurer does not demand 
payment within a period of six months from the date on which the premium is due, the 
contract shall be taken as terminated. At all times, once the contract has been suspended the 
insurer may only demand   payment of the premium underway. 

If the contract has not been terminated or cancelled in accordance with the above paragraphs, 
cover shall once again take effect at midnight on the day the insurance policyholder pays the 
premium.

The premium payments made by the insurance policyholder to an exclusive agent of the 
insurer, it shall have the same effect as if it had been made directly to the insurer.

The payment of the premium may be directly debited from the insurance policyholder’s 
bank account in accordance with the requirements established in Law 16/2009 of 13 
November, on Payment Services, and in the EHA/1608/2010 of 14 June, on transparency of 
the conditions and requirements of information applicable to payment services, and other 
concordant underwriting rules, especially as regards providing the insurer with the SEPA 
mandate or the SEPA direct debit order, duly completed and signed.
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The premium shall be considered paid on the date in which the policyholder’s payment 
services provider effectuates the debit from the bank account thereof, notwithstanding that 
if, pursuant to the SEPA regulations, the premium received is subsequently returned, the 
premium shall be considered unpaid. In this case, the unpaid premium must be paid at the 
registered offices of the insurer.

Mandatory ‘‘Funeral Service’’ cover premium

The premium for the Funeral Service cover shall depend on the actuarial age of the insured 
at the time of purchase.

The insured aged 0 to 25 years at the time of purchase of the policy shall have a stepped 
premium. When the age of the insured is 26 years at the policy’s annual expiry date, the 
premium becomes an increasing level premium.

The insured aged 26 to 70 years at the time of purchase of the policy shall have an increasing 
level premium.

Stepped Premium: a premium that increases with each annual contract renewal, in 
accordance with the age of the insured, even when the insured sum remains the same. The 
premium rate for each insured party shall be applied to the increases of the insured sum in 
accordance with their age at the start of the insurance year in which aforementioned value 
is standardised.

Increasing Level Premium: a premium that increases with each annual contract renewal, 
in accordance with the percentage specified in the schedule. The calculation of the premium 
takes into account index-linked sums insured.

After the insurance year in which the insured reaches the age of 91, the premium will be zero 
euros. As an exception, if the real value of the service exceeds the insured sum by 
more than 20% at any time, the insurer reserves the right to claim an additional 
premium from the policyholder, calculated according to the real value of the 
service.

In any case, the value of the insured sum shall be reviewed at every annual policy renewal by 
comparing it with the real service costs for the residential postcode of the insured so that if 
the real costs exceed the increase, the premium rate for each insured party shall be applied 
in accordance with what their age was at the start of each insurance year in which said value 
is standardised.

Two months ahead of renewal, the insurer will inform the policyholder of the premium for 
the next insurance year and the description of elements that make up the “Funeral Service”, 
if they were modified.

Premium for the rest of the cover other than the “Funeral Service”

The premium for the rest of the cover other than the Funeral Service is annual and renewable.

From the insurance year in which all of the insured persons reach the age of 91, the premium 
for mandatory cover other than “Funeral service” shall become zero euros. All of the optional 
cover purchased shall be terminated unless the policyholder expressly states their desire 
to continue paying the premiums for the optional cover purchased, in which case they will 
remain in force.
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CONTRACT PERIOD11
The contract is annual and shall be tacitly renewed for the same period.

The policyholder may oppose the contract’s extension through written notice to 
the other insurer, served at least one month before the conclusion of the insurance 
period currently in progress. The insurer cannot oppose extension of the contract 
with regard to mandatory Funeral Service cover included in Article 17.1 Funeral 
Service.

The insurer shall inform the policyholder of any changes to the insurance contract at least 
two months prior to the end of the current period.

All optional cover shall lapse at the end of the insurance year in which all of the insured 
persons have reached 90 years of actuarial age unless the policyholder expressly states their 
desire to continue paying the premiums for the optional cover purchased, in which case they 
will remain in force.

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES12
Communication between the parties must be done in writing or other indisputable means.

The insurance policyholder, insured or beneficiary shall send all notifications for the insurer 
to the registered offices of the insurer indicated in the policy.

Notifications addressed by the insurer to the policyholder and, where applicable, the insured 
or beneficiary, shall be sent to the address indicated in the policy, unless they have notified 
the insurer of a change in address.

Notifications sent by an insurance agent to the insurer on behalf of the insurance policyholder 
shall have the same effect as if sent by the policyholder, unless otherwise indicated. In any 
case, the insurance policyholder must give his or her express consent in order to enter into a 
new contract or amend or cancel the contract currently in effect.

NULLITY OF THE CONTRACT13
The insurance contract shall be rendered null and void if, at the time of its conclusion, the 
risk does not exist, the claim has occurred or the insured has no interest in the indemnity for 
the damages.

RESOLUTION OF CONFLICTS BETWEEN 
THE PARTIES

14

14.1. Arbitration
In the event the two parties disagree, they may submit their differences to the judgement of 
arbitrators in accordance with current legislation.
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14.2. Jurisdiction
Any disputes arising from the insurance contract shall be heard by the court where the 
insured resides. Any agreement providing otherwise shall be null and void.

LIMITATION PERIOD15
The limitation for the actions from the insurance contract is a term of two years, with regard 
to insurance for damages, and five years, with regard to insurance for people.

CLAIMS 16

16.1. Notification and processing of the claim
For the notification and processing of any claim related to the policy, the party 
concerned may visit the insurer’s offices or call the insurer’s telephone, which will 
be continuously available, 24 hours a day, at the following number: 93 489 04 35.

The policyholder, the insured or the beneficiary, must report the occurrence of a claim 
within a maximum period of seven days from becoming aware of the incident, unless 
a longer period is established in the policy. In the event of non-compliance, the insurer 
may lodge a claim for damages caused due to non-disclosure, unless it has been proven 
that the insurer was made aware of the claim by some other means. With the purpose of 
providing the guaranteed funeral service, notification of the insured’s death must 
be immediate.

The insurance policyholder, the insured, or the beneficiary must also provide the insurer 
with all manner of information about the circumstances and consequences of the claim. If 
this obligation is breached, the right to indemnity shall only be forfeited in the case of wilful 
misconduct or gross negligence.

Claim of death of the insured 
With the purpose of providing the funeral service and transportation, notification of the 
insured’s death must be immediate by contacting the insurer, who shall be continuously 
available, 24 hours a day, at the following numbers:

- from within Spain: 93 489 04 35

- from outside of Spain: + 34 93 489 04 35

The following documents must be delivered to the insurer:

- National ID of insured party.

- Completed official medical death certificate.

The insurer reserves the right to request additional documents that it considers necessary.

The documents presented must be duly authenticated in cases where it is necessary.
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In the event that the assignees of the deceased insured party provide any services at their 
own expense that would otherwise be covered by the policy, they will be reimbursed for the 
cost of these services as long as the full death certificate and accreditation of their status as 
lawful heirs is provided, and the corresponding fiscal obligations have been met.

Remainder of claims covered in the policy
For the provision by the insurer of guarantees and services not expressly included in this 
section, that stipulated in the articles of the general conditions that govern them shall be 
followed.

16.2. Payment of indemnity
The insurer shall be obligated to pay the benefit, except in the event that the claim is caused 
by the bad faith of the insured following the completion of the investigations and expert 
reports necessary to establish whether the claim occurred. Under all circumstances, the 
insurer must, within a period of 40 days from receiving the incident report, pay the minimum 
sum it owes, according to the circumstances known to it.

16.3. Delay of the insurer
If the insurer delays in fulfilling the benefit, the indemnity for damages, despite the valid 
contractual clauses that are most beneficial to the insured, shall adapt to the following rules:

1. In general terms, it will impact the delay of the insurer with respect to the insurance 
policyholder or insured.

2. It shall be applicable to the delay in providing indemnity, as well as the delay in payment 
of the minimum amount of what the insurer may owe.

3. The insurer shall be considered in default if it fails to provide benefits within a period 
of three months from the occurrence of the claim or pay the minimum sum payable 
within 40 days of receiving the claim report.

4. The indemnity for delay shall be officially imposed by the judicial body and shall consist 
of the payment of annual interest equal to the legal interest rate in force at the time 
when the interest is paid and increased by 50%. This interest shall be considered to 
accrue on a daily basis without the need for legal intervention. Nonetheless, two years 
after the claim occurs, the annual interest may not be less than 20%.

5. Either the indemnity owed or the lowest amount of what the insurer might owe shall be 
the initial basis for calculation.

6. The date of the claim shall be the initial term in the calculation of aforementioned 
interests. Nevertheless, if the insurance policyholder, the insured, or the beneficiary 
do not fulfil the duty to notify of the claim within the period set in the policy or, 
alternatively, within seven days of becoming aware thereof, the initial term of the 
calculation shall be the day of notification of the claim.

7. In cases of failure to pay the minimum sum that the insurer may owe, the final term of 
the calculation of interest shall be the day in which, in accordance with the previous 
number, interest begins to accrue for the total sum of the indemnity, unless said 
minimum amount is paid in advance by the insurer, in which case the date of said 
payment shall be the final term. The final term of the period of the obligation to pay 
accrued interest by the insurer in the remaining cases shall be the day in which the 
indemnity is provided via payment to the insured, beneficiary or injured party.
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8. There shall be no indemnity for delay by the insurer when failure to provide indemnity 
or the minimum sum is due to a justified cause or cannot be attributed thereto.

9. Neither set forth in Article 1,108 of the Civil Code, nor that established in the fourth 
paragraph of Article 921 of Civil Procedure Act shall be applicable when determining 
the indemnity for default of the insurer, except the provisions contained in the latter for 
the total or partial reversal of the ruling.

MANDATORY COVER17

17.1. Funeral service
The insurer undertakes to provide the funeral services agreed upon in the policy in the event 
of the death of the insured, in accordance with the general conditions and schedule that 
form part of this policy, with the limit of the insured sum. The description of the service 
that appears in the schedule prevails when the service is wholly provided in the 
location that corresponds to the address included for that purpose in the schedule.

If the funeral service is provided in a location other than that included in the 
policy, the insurer shall provide the service in keeping with the customs and 
practices of aforementioned location with the maximum limit of the insured sum 
of the policy.  In this case, the description of the service contained in the policy 
schedule shall not apply.

The insurer may update the description of the elements that make up the funeral service of 
each location so as to be adapted to the customs and practice thereof at all times. This update 
may mean an increase in the insured sum.

The policyholder or, in the absence thereof, his or her heirs, are entitled to the excess of the 
sum insured with respect to the cost of the service provided by the insurer.

If the policyholder or family members decide to carry out the service on their own account, 
the insurer shall be obligated to provide the insured sum to the heirs of the deceased insured 
party.

At the time of the claim and by express agreement among the parties, the elements that make 
up the funeral service may be modified, including substitution of one element for another, 
always within the limit of the insured sum.

In addition, the insurance covers the provision of a special funeral service in the event of 
the death of children of persons insured under this policy occurring during pregnancy and 
children of persons insured under this policy who have not reached the age of thirty days, 
after which they must be insured in order to be entitled to the funeral service. The insurance 
also covers the burial or cremation of the amputated extremities of the insured person.

In the cases included in the preceding paragraph, transportation is explicitly 
excluded and there shall be no indemnity for the difference in cost of the funeral 
service and the insured sum. Not making use of these services shall not prompt 
any indemnity, either.

Should there be a need for transportation, the insurer shall provide a funeral 
service in keeping with the customs of the location of death as well as the location 
of burial or cremation, within the maximum limit of the value of the service in the 
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policy. In this case, the description of the service contained in this policy shall not 
apply.

The funeral service benefit shall only be provided within Spain.

When the death occurs in Spain or when the insured has been abroad for an 
established period of time of less than 90 days and requires transport, the funeral 
service benefit will only be provided if full transport cover is in force.

If the death occurs while the insured is abroad for a period of time greater than or 
equal to 90 days, the service shall be provided solely and exclusively for transport 
to Spain in cases in which the following cover was taken out, if applicable: 18.2 
Transportation of Resident Spaniards abroad or 18.3 Transportation in the event of 
death for long-term stays abroad.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, and for cases in which the human remains were 
transported to Spain by the beneficiaries of the deceased insure, the insurer shall 
provide the funeral service in Spain, without the insurer having to pay any sum 
relative to the transport of aforementioned human remains. 

If the insurer failed to provide the service for reasons beyond its control, force majeure or 
because the service was carried out by means other than those it offered, the insurer shall 
pay the insured sum to the heirs of the deceased insured party and is not responsible for the 
quality of the services provided.

In the case of concurrence of funeral insurances in the same insurance company, the insurer, 
at the request of the policyholder, is obliged to return the premiums paid for the policy that 
the latter has decided to cancel as a result of the concurrence.

In the event of death, if this concurrence of funeral insurance occurs in more than one 
insurance company, the insurer that had not been able to fulfil its obligation to provide the 
funeral service according to the terms and conditions envisaged in the contract is obliged to 
pay the insured sum to the heirs of the deceased insured party.

17.1.1. Insured sum
The amount of the insured sum that is established at the time of purchase corresponds to the 
real cost of the elements of the service that the insurer sets as most appropriate at that time 
for the location included in the policy. In order to prevent any discrepancies in the insured 
sum with regard to future changes in the cost of services, the insured sum in the policy will 
be automatically adjusted in accordance with the frequency and percentage specified in the 
policy schedule.

Any change in address must be communicated to the insurer so that it may adapt the 
description of the service to the new location and, consequently, the insured sum to the cost 
thereof.

17.1.2. Change in cost of service
On an annual basis, the insurer shall review the insured sum in the policy for the current 
insurance year to see if it is enough to cover the real cost of the elements that make up the 
service purchased. If the insured sum is insufficient (less than the real cost of the service), 
the insurer shall notify the policyholder two months before the expiry date and shall update 
the policy, which shall be reflected in an endorsement that describes the new insured sum 
and the new premium.
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This new insured sum will be automatically and accumulatively adjusted in accordance with 
the frequency and percentage specified in the policy schedule.

If for any reason the policyholder did not accept the policy update at the time of 
the claim, it could result in a situation in which the insured sum is insufficient, in 
which case the insurer shall only be obligated to provide the service up to the limit 
of the insured sum, provided that the beneficiaries bear the remaining service cost 
with respect to said insured sum.

In the event that the beneficiaries do not bear the remaining service cost with 
respect to the insured sum, the insurer shall provide indemnity to the heirs in the 
amount of the insured sum due to the inability to provide said service. 

17.1.3. Waiting period 
This cover shall not be applicable until 20 days after the policy becomes 
effective or 20 days from the date in which the insured took out the policy if it 
occurred subsequently, unless the death of the insured were caused by an accident 
or the policy had substituted another, taken out with this same insurer, in which the 
insured that experienced the accident was included. In these cases, the cover takes 
effect as of the first day.

Nevertheless, by agreement of the contracting parties, the above stipulated waiting period 
may be eliminated by stating so in the schedule.

17.1.4. Duration
That set forth in Article 11 shall apply. Contract duration, in the general conditions.

17.1.5. Geographical scope of this cover
The funeral service shall be provided in Spanish geographical territory in accordance with 
the value and service description listed in the policy schedule. 

17.1.6. Exclusions
The following claims are excluded from this cover:

- Claims that occur as a result of war, whether declared or not, revolution, riots, 
epidemics and events declared as catastrophic by the national government.

- Claims that occur before the cover becomes effective or after its termination.

- Claims that arise from a diagnosed serious illness, accident or the use of drugs 
or narcotics, caused or that occurred before the cover became effective and were 
known to the insured and were not stated in the health questionnaire and expressly 
accepted by the insurer.

17.1.7. Claims
That set forth in Article 16 shall apply. Claims, in the general conditions.
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17.2. Full transportation
The insurer guarantees the necessary arrangements and expenses for the transport of the 
human remains of the insured indicated in the policy, excluding children who have 
reached the age of one month and who have not been expressly insured, from the 
place of death anywhere in the world to a cemetery or cremation site within Spain, freely 
chosen by the beneficiaries of the deceased insured party.

The transport shall be carried out provided that the competent authorities grant the 
necessary authorisations, there are no grounds of force majeure and it can be carried out 
using the means provided by the insurer.

Accompanying party for the repatriation of human remains

Beneficiaries of the deceased insured outside of Spain are entitled to a plane ticket or the 
most suitable means of public and collective transport (round trip tourist class), so that the 
person they designate can travel between Spain and the place of death, accompanying the 
human remains.

If the accompanying party needs to remain in the place where the death occurred due to 
arrangements related to the transport of the human remains, the insurer will reimburse 
the cost of accommodations and food for an amount of €150 per day, with a limit 
of €1,500.

The accompanying party shall also be entitled to this cover when the insured’s transport 
takes place between peninsular Spain and the rest of Spanish territory.

Assistance for minors abroad

If the minors for whom the insured is responsible are left without assistance due to the death 
of the insured abroad, the insurer shall handle the necessary procedures and bear the costs 
of their return to Spain, with a companion if necessary.

17.2.1. Condition to be entitled to this cover
In order to be entitled to this cover, the insured must have established their residence 
in Spain.

If the insured dies during travel abroad, the full transport shall be covered provided that 
the expected duration of the trip or journey does not exceed 90 days.

When the death occurs in Spain or when the insured has been abroad for an 
established period of time of less than 90 days and requires transport, the funeral 
service benefit will only be provided if this full transport cover is effective.

If the death occurs while the insured is abroad for a period of time greater than or 
equal to 90 days, the service shall be provided solely and exclusively for transport 
to Spain in cases in which the following cover was taken out, if applicable: 18.2 
Transportation of Resident Spaniards abroad or 18.3 Transportation in the event of 
death for long-term stays abroad.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, and for cases in which the human remains were 
transported to Spain by the beneficiaries of the deceased insure, the insurer shall 
provide the funeral service in Spain, without the insurer having to pay any sum 
relative to the transport of aforementioned human remains. 
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17.2.2. Exclusions
In addition to the exclusions included in Article 17.1.6, the following claims are excluded 
from this cover:

- Events occurring when the primary residence of the insured is outside of Spain.

- Events occurring when the insured in travelling abroad for more than 90 days. 

17.2.3. The effective date of this cover
This cover shall not be applicable until 20 days after the policy becomes effective 
or 20 days from the date in which the insured took out the policy if it occurred 
subsequently, unless the death of the insured were caused by an accident or the policy had 
substituted another, taken out with this same insurer, in which the insured that experienced 
the accident was included. In these cases, the cover takes effect as of the first day.

Nevertheless, by agreement of the contracting parties, the above stipulated waiting period 
may be eliminated by stating so in the schedule.

17.2.4. Important notes for this cover
Unfulfillment of the processes indicated for the funeral service listed in Article 
16.1. Declaration and processing of claim, circumstances of wilful misconduct or 
gross fault shall be considered a waiver of the benefits of this cover.

17.2.5. Cover benefit conditions
That set forth in Article 16 shall apply. Claims, in the general conditions.

17.3. Procedures with government entities 
due to death

17.3.1. Object of the cover
This cover shall apply to the assignees of the deceased insured parties (hereinafter the parties 
concerned) that may require the procedures covered thereby and defined below, with the 
limit and effective date specified in the policy schedule.

At the request of the parties concerned, the insurer shall process the acquisition of the 
following documents with the corresponding agency:

a. Death certificate, summary and in full.

b. Certificate from the General Register of Last Will and Testaments.

c. Birth certificate, summary and in full.

d. Marriage certificate, summary and in full.

e. Certificate of the Ministry of Justice from the Register of Death Cover Insurance 
Contracts.

f. Processing the cancellation of the Family book.

g. Application for widows’ or widowers’ pensions from the INSS.

h. Application for orphans’ pensions from the INSS.
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17.3.2. Geographical scope
The services will be carried out in Spain provided that Spanish jurisdiction applies.

17.3.3. Public liability
The insurer shall provide the covered services with utmost diligence and always based on 
the information provided by the party concerned.

The insurer shall not be responsible for incorrect interpretations on the part of the users, nor 
for the legal advice and guidance received.

17.3.4. Exclusions
Under no circumstances shall procedures other than those listed in this service be 
undertaken, the following being expressly excluded:

- Procedures that stem from the death of the insured before the service becomes 
effective or after its termination.

- The services that are the object of this cover shall be provided exclusively by the 
insurer and thus the payment of fees or any other indemnity is not guaranteed if 
such services are directly handled by the insured party. Court proceedings or legal 
assistance is hereby expressly excluded.

- The processing of any administrative, judicial or mediation proceeding is hereby 
excluded, as well as judicial and extrajudicial legal assistance services that might 
stem from this cover.

17.3.5. Claims
The party concerned that requires the services included in this cover may contact the 
insurer. Service shall be available by phone from Monday to Friday, from 9.00 a.m. 
to 7.00 p.m.

In applicable cases and in keeping with the insured party’s application, the party concerned 
may send the required documents through the agreed-upon means.

For that which is not listed in this section with regard to the management of a claim, Article 
16 will apply. Claims, of the general conditions.

17.4. Legal advice concerning the death
17.4.1. Object of the cover
This cover shall apply to the assignees of the deceased insured parties (hereinafter the parties 
concerned) that may require the services covered thereby and defined below, with the limit 
and effective date specified in the policy schedule.

Through this service, the parties concerned can receive legal advice over the phone 
with regard to matters concerning the death of an insured party of the policy and 
specifically those listed below:

Wills, death, inheritance, distribution of the estate, pension plans and Social Security benefits, 
life insurance and family benefits for dependent children.
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Based on the advice provided by the insurer, if the drafting of legal communiques, letters, 
writs, contracts, etc. is necessary, the insurer shall draft them should the party concerned 
request it. In addition, at the request of the party concerned, it will draft the preliminary 
statement or original draft for the corresponding notarial instrument.

These written documents will be sent to the party concerned by e-mail and, in the absence 
thereof, by urgent mail or fax, so that the party concerned can expedite them as appropriate.

17.4.2. Geographical scope
The services will be carried out in Spain provided that Spanish jurisdiction applies.

17.4.3. Public liability
The insurer shall provide the covered services with utmost diligence and always based on 
the information provided by the party concerned.

The insurer shall not be responsible for incorrect interpretations on the part of the users, nor 
for the legal advice and guidance received.

17.4.4. Exclusions
Under no circumstances shall services other than those included in this cover be 
undertaken, the following being expressly excluded:

- Services that stem from the death of the insured before the cover becomes effective 
or after its termination.

- Costs other than the drawing up of written documents and their delivery to the party 
concerned.

- Notary, lawyer, expert or other professional fees that must be involved in 
extrajudicial proceedings.

- Written documents drawn up by professionals other than those designated by the 
insurer.

- Any type of tax.

17.4.5. Claims
The party concerned that requires the services included in this cover may contact the insurer. 
Service shall be available by phone on business days from Monday to Friday, from 9.00 
a.m. to 7.00 p.m.

In applicable cases and in keeping with the insured party’s application, the party concerned 
may send the required documents through the agreed-upon means.

In the event that the legal recommendation offered by the insurer be non-covered out-of-
court or judicial actions that require the involvement of a lawyer, the insurer shall inform 
the collaborating lawyer nearest the residence of the insured party that can assume legal 
representation of the matter.

For that which is not listed in this section with regard to the management of a claim,  Article 
16 of the general conditions will apply.
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17.5. Open notarial will and living will 
17.5.1. Object of the cover
The aim of this cover is for the insurer to provide in the indicated Schedule the following 
services:

- Open notarial will writing service.

- Legal advice on living will.

The content, scope and exclusions of these services are described below.

Open notarial will writing service

The insurer guarantees assistance to the insured for the drafting of an open notarial will, that 
is, to execute a will before a notary, determining the contents of the insured’s wishes in the 
event of death or if, during the life of this cover, any of the following circumstances occur: 
variation in the composition or economic valuation of the assets of the insured, changes in 
the cohabitation or family situation, alterations in the state of health of the insured or that of 
a close relative, change of residence, civil abode or nationality or a change in employment or 
professional status.

The procedure shall be carried out in accordance with the following process:

1. The insured shall provide the information necessary for drafting the will by accessing 
the insurer’s website or by calling the phone service on business days, Monday 
through Friday, from 9.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m.

2. Once the service is requested, the insured shall be given the chance to communicate 
via e-mail or with access to the open notarial will online platform using a personalised 
link that will be provided by e-mail.

3. The assigned lawyer will examine the case and, if necessary, will make the necessary 
recommendations to the insured party in order to adapt their will to the law.

4. Throughout the process, the insured will be able to consult with the assigned lawyer 
regarding any matter relative to the drafting of the will.

5. The insurer shall prepare a will proposal and shall schedule an appointment at a 
notary’s office near the insured’s resident or place of work. In the event the insured has 
a physical disability that impedes their mobility, the notarial signing shall take place in 
the insured’s residence.

6. The insured shall appear in person at the notary’s office where they shall specify the 
definitive draft and execution.

The insurer shall bear the costs resulting from legal advice and drafting of documents, as well 
as those of notarial advice, the recording of the open will in a public document and the cost 
of issuing an uncertified copy for the insured. Any other expenses related to the use of 
this service shall be borne by the insured. The cost of issuing an authorised copy of 
the will, a necessary procedure to enable the heirs to accept the inheritance after 
the death of the testator, is not included.

The insured is entitled to an annual modification of the will executed, with this modification 
not being possible in the same insurance year in which the will was executed under this 
cover.
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Legal advice on Living Will

The insurer shall provide advice to the insured over the telephone regarding the prior 
instructions document, also called Living Will, Advance Directives Document or other similar 
names.

Legal advice is provided by a lawyer and shall address the following aspects:

1. The contents of the prior instructions document, as the document through which the 
wishes of the insured are expressed so that these wishes can be fulfilled if a situation 
arises in which he or she is no longer able to communicate them personally, in regard 
to health care and treatments or, following death, regarding how his or her body 
or organs may be used. To this end, if so requested by the insured, a form will be 
provided.

2. The procedure for the registration of the living will in the insured’s medical history and 
in the register of prior instructions, as a mechanism to ensure effectiveness and allow it 
to be known throughout Spain.

The consultation will be handled verbally, with no issuance of a written opinion and under 
Spanish law. The advice shall consist of initial legal guidance on the matter that is the subject 
of the consultation and shall not include document review.

Opening hours are Monday to Friday between 9.00 a.m. and 7.00 p.m.

17.5.2. Exclusions
Services described herein are excluded:

1. Fees for the involvement of lawyers not designated by the insurer.

2. Expenses incurred by the insured travelling to the notary’s office.

3. Services requested before the effective date or after the expiry date of the cover.

17.5.3. Geographical scope
The wills and legal assistance are subject to Spanish legislation and carried out before Spanish 
notary publics, at notary public offices located in Spain.

17.5.4. Public liability
The insurer shall provide the covered services with utmost diligence and always based on 
the information provided by the insured or their lawful heirs.

The insurer shall not be responsible for incorrect interpretations on the part of the users, nor 
for the legal advice or guidance received.

17.5.5. Claims
For that which is not included in this section, that set forth in Article 16 shall apply. Claims, 
of the general conditions.
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17.6. Digital deletion after death 
17.6.1. Object of the cover
The object of this cover is for the insurer to carry out at the request of the legal or digital heirs 
of the deceased insured, wherever possible, the digital deletion of the insured’s information 
in personal accounts as well as social networks, websites, e-mail services and digital storage.

Digital deletion after the death provided by the insurer shall be limited to the 
following:

1. Requesting de-registration in social networks in which the insured was a user 
or requesting that the account be changed to a commemorative account.

2. Processing the cancellation of the e-mail account.

3. Processing the cancellation or transfer of blogs or websites of the deceased 
insured, as well as profiles in forums, chats or dating service sites.

4. Processing the deletion or transfer of files stored on Internet servers (the 
Internet cloud).

The obligation of the insurer takes the form of informing those responsible for 
the files of the occurrence of the death of the insured, so that they may proceed 
to cancel the information, and it is not responsible for the outcome of the steps 
taken. The provision of the service depends upon whether or not it is possible 
to identify the person responsible to whom to send the request for cancellation. 
If those in charge of the files do not delete them, the insurer shall not carry out 
any legal action and shall not bear the costs resulting from legal actions that the 
legal heirs may take, nor the costs resulting from the petition for the protection of 
rights or from claims filed with the data protection authority.

The insurer does not guarantee the success of the steps taken, especially in the following 
cases:

1. When the information is located in countries that do not have specific legislation 
concerning data protection.

2. Cases in which contractual conditions agreed upon with the owner of the Internet 
resource prevail.

3. Cases in which other rights prevail over the accuracy of the data, such as the right to 
information or freedom of expression.

The insurer shall bear the expenses arising from the petition and, if necessary, the translation 
of the required documentation into the language of the country to which it is sent. The 
deletion of information may be requested in a maximum of four accounts or 
websites of the deceased insured party. The service for the cancellation of accounts 
or websites located in China is not guaranteed. In the case of discrepancy between 
legal heirs, the cancellation service is not guaranteed.

17.6.2. Exclusions
The following are excluded from this campaign:

1. Fees for the involvement of professionals not designated by the insurer.

2. Services requested before the effective date or after the expiry date of the cover.
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17.6.3. Geographical scope
The cover shall apply to the information that appears on the Internet in any country that 
has specific legislation concerning data protection. It does apply to websites located in 
China.

17.6.4. Liability
The insurer shall provide the covered services with utmost diligence and always based on 
the information provided by the insured or their lawful heirs.

The insurer shall not be responsible for incorrect interpretations on the part of the users, nor 
for the legal advice or guidance received.

17.6.5. Claims
In order to request digital deletion, the heirs of the deceased insured must provide the 
following documents or information:

1. Death certificate, summary and in full, of the deceased insured.

2. Documentation confirming the status of digital or lawful heir of the requestor.

3. Photocopy of the requestor’s national ID document or foreign ID number.

4. Authorisation of other lawful heirs, if any, or of the individual that has been designated 
by the testator as the digital heir.

5. If they have the authorisation, identify the Internet resources of which the deceased 
individual was a user that they wish to have deleted. In the event they are unknown, the 
insurer may trace the internet resources linked to the e-mail address or addresses that 
the heirs provide, though for technical reasons the localisation of all resource cannot be 
guaranteed.

6. E-mail address of the deceased insured, if requesting cancellation thereof.

7. Optionally, the deceased insured’s usernames and passwords, if available.

For everything else, that set forth in Article 16 shall apply. Claims, of the general conditions.

17.7. Psychological assistance for first-
degree relatives in the event of the 
insured’s death

17.7.1. Object of the cover 
Under this cover, the insurer makes available a telephone counselling and psychological 
support service to first degree family members of the deceased insured, within the limits 
established in the general conditions and schedule of the policy, for the grief caused by the 
death of the insured family member.

Information and counselling needs shall be covered in regard to the following areas:

- Initial psychological assistance in times of personal crises or anxiety.

- Guidance on the possibility of receiving another type of psychological support for 
the grief caused by the death of the family member and information on the resources 
available for that purpose.
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17.7.2. Liability
The insurer shall carry out the assistance service with utmost diligence and always based on 
the information provided by the insured.

The insurer is not responsible for incorrect interpretations on the part of the users, nor for 
the legal advice or guidance received.

17.7.3. Service provision 
The insurer shall provide this service via phone at 93 489 04 35, beneficiary service, 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year.

17.7.4. Exclusions 
Under no circumstances will the insurer be responsible for any payment or indemnity 
stemming from this cover.

Likewise, hereby excluded from this cover is the payment of fees of any kind that 
are the result of the actions of professionals that take part in the matters included in 
this cover beyond the informative and orientational obligations the insurer assumes 
thereby.

Under no circumstances shall diagnoses or treatments be issued via telephone consultation.

OPTIONAL COVER18

18.1. Travel assistance in the event of serious 
illness or accident for residents of Spain

The insurer guarantees the provision of the following services, if the insured requires 
assistance while travelling in the terms included herein:

- Transport in an ambulance. In the event of an accident or serious illness occurring in 
Spain.

- Medical repatriation. In the event of an accident or serious illness occurring abroad.

- Companion in the event hospitalisation as a result of an accident or serious illness 
abroad.

- Interpreter in the event of hospitalisation as a result of an accident or serious illness 
abroad.

- Emergency medical expenses as a result of an accident or serious illness abroad.

- Cost of an extended stay in a hotel abroad.

- Sending medication abroad.

- Sending a medical specialist abroad.

- Remote medical consultation abroad.

- Deposit for hospitalisation abroad.

- Assistance for minors abroad.
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The assistance shall be provided if the competent authorities grant the necessary 
authorisations, there are no grounds of force majeure and the assistance is provided using 
the means made available by the insurer.

18.1.1. Condition to be entitled to this cover
In order to be entitled to this cover, the insured must have established their residence 
in Spain. In the event the insured requires assistance while travelling abroad, in order to 
be entitled to this cover, the expected duration of the stay away from their usual 
residence shall not exceed 90 days per trip.

18.1.2. Waiting period
This cover shall not be applicable until 20 days after the policy becomes effective 
or 20 days from the date in which the insured purchased the cover if it occurred 
subsequently, unless the assistance were caused by an accident, or that the policy had 
substituted another, taken out with this same insurer, in which the insured were included. In 
these cases, the cover takes effect as of the first day.

Nevertheless, by agreement of the contracting parties, the above stipulated waiting period 
may be eliminated by stating so in the schedule.

18.1.3. Description of covered services

Transport in an ambulance. In the event of an accident or serious 
illness occurring in Spain

The insurer shall assume the ambulance expenses necessary to transport the injured or ill 
insured party from the place the accident occurred to the nearest medical centre that has the 
appropriate means to properly care for them.

This cover will only take effect when the accident occurred more than 30 km from the 
insured’s residence.

Medical repatriation. In the event of an accident or serious illness 
occurring abroad

In the event of an accident or illness occurring outside of Spain, when advised by the doctors, 
the insurer will take care of the necessary paperwork and expenses for the transport or 
repatriation of the insured.

To this end, medical considerations shall be taken into account: urgency, condition of the 
insured and ability to travel, etc., as well as other circumstances such as airport availability, 
weather conditions and distance, which shall determine if the transport must take place 
and by what means (special medical airplane, helicopeter, regular airline, sleeping car or 
ambulance, etc.).

The doctor designated by the insurer shall take the decision with the doctor treating the 
insured abroad.

All services shall be granted and carried out under constant medical supervision. The cover 
of this service shall not take effect when the attending doctor deems that the 
serious illness or injuries affecting the insured are minor and can be cured in the 
place where the insured is located without preventing them from continuing the 
trip.
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Companion in the event of hospitalisation as a result of an accident or 
serious illness abroad

In the event the insured is abroad alone due to travel and is involved in an accident or 
serious illness for which they must be hospitalised for more than 48 hours, the person 
they designate shall be entitled to a flight or ticket on the most appropriate form of public 
and collective transport (round trip in tourist class), in order to accompany the hospitalised 
person, provided that the aforementioned person resides in Spain.

The insurer shall reimburse the accommodation and food expenses of the companion for a 
sum of up to €150 per day, with a limit of €1,500.

Interpreter in the event of hospitalisation as a result of an accident or 
serious illness abroad

In the event that the insured travels abroad and is involved in an accident or serious illness 
for which they must be hospitalised for more than 48 hours, they shall be entitled to an 
interpreting service to meet the medical and health needs required by their hospitalisation, 
based on the judgement of the attending doctor, up to a maximum of 10 days. 

Emergency medical expenses as a result of an accident or serious 
illness abroad

If the insured is involved in an accident or serious illness while travelling abroad, the insurer 
shall cover the emergency medical expenses necessary for their treatment, when said 
expenses exceed €50, up to an exchange value limit of €15,000 per insured, with 
the exception of dental expenses, which will be limited to €150 per insured.

Cost of an extended stay in a hotel abroad

Accommodation expenses of the injured or ill insured at the end of their hospitalisation, 
when by medical prescription their stay abroad must be extended and until they receive 
medical approval to travel, shall be reimbursed by the insurer for a sum of up to €150 per 
day with a limit of €1,500.

Sending medication abroad

The insurer shall send all vital medication that cannot be obtained in the place where the ill 
or injured insured is located while abroad.

Sending a medical specialist abroad

When the ill or injured insured abroad has a very serious clinical condition that does 
not allow them to be transported, and the medical assistance that can be provided is not 
appropriate for their condition, the doctor assigned by the insurer shall take the decision 
to send a medical specialist to the location, in accordance with the relevant medical factors.

Remote medical consultation abroad

If while travelling abroad the insured needs medical advice that is impossible to obtain 
locally, they may contact the insurer via phone. The insurer shall, through its medical services, 
provide the insured with the necessary guiding information, from which no diagnosis may 
be established.
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Deposit for hospitalisation abroad

When, due to an accident or serious illness, the insured needs to be hospitalised for more 
than 48 hours, the insurer shall make the deposit that the hospital centre’s administration 
requests, up to the guaranteed limit for emergency medical expenses as a result of 
an accident or serious illness abroad.

Assistance for minors abroad

If the minors for whom the insured is responsible are left without assistance due to the 
involvement of the insured in an accident or serious illness while abroad, the insurer 
shall handle the necessary processes and bear the costs for their return to Spain, with an 
accompanying party if necessary.

18.1.4. Important notes for this cover
Under no circumstances shall the insured have the option of reimbursement of 
expenses directly incurred thereby without prior authorisation of the insurer, 
except in life-threatening medical emergencies and transport to the nearest medical centre, 
provided that the insurer is notified within the following 24 hours to obtain 
approval.

18.1.5. Exclusions
In addition to the exclusions included in Article 17.1.6, the following claims are excluded 
from this cover:

1. Claims that arise when the primary residence of the insured is outside of Spain.

2. Claims that arise when the insured in travelling abroad for more than 90 days.

3. Claims intentionally caused by the insured as well as those that are caused by 
judicially declared recklessness or neglect on the part of the insured.

4. Claims caused violently as a result of terrorism, rebellion, insurrection, riot or civil 
unrest or uprising, strikes, internal strife and sabotage.

5. Claims due to the direct or indirect effects of the atom.

6. Claims caused by earthquakes, floods or volcanic eruptions.

7. Claims stemming from the involvement of the insured in any type of rally or the 
practice of any high-risk sport such as bullfighting, spelunking, scuba diving, 
parachuting and mountain climbing.

8. Coverage of emergency medical expenses abroad shall not be applicable in the 
following cases:

- Medical expenses prescribed in Spain, even though they are for treatment begun 
abroad.

- Claims stemming from a relapse, serious illness or accident that occurred before 
travel began.

- Those arising from mental illness.

- Hydrotherapy.

- Voluntary termination of pregnancy.
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- Monitoring of pregnancy, including delivery and puerperium, except acute and 
unexpected pathological changes until the 24th week of gestation.

- Glasses, crutches and prosthetics in general.

- Claims that occur while the insured is intoxicated, whether with alcohol or 
caused by toxic drugs and narcotics not medically prescribed.

9. Companion and interpreter cover in the event of hospitalisation as the result of an 
accident or serious illness abroad shall not apply in the following cases:

- When hospitalisation derives from a relapse, serious illness or accident that 
occurred before travel began.

- When hospitalisation stems from the insured being in an intoxicated state, 
whether with alcohol or caused by toxic drugs and narcotics not medically 
prescribed

18.1.6. Cover benefit conditions
That set forth in Article 16 shall apply. Claims, in the general conditions.

18.2. Transportation for Spaniards residing 
abroad (cover for repatriation in the 
event of death) 

The insurer guarantees the provision of the following services in the terms included herein:

- Transport in the event of death.

- Accompanying party for the repatriation of human remains.

- Assistance for minors abroad.

The assistance shall be provided if the competent authorities grant the necessary 
authorisations, there are no grounds of force majeure and the assistance is provided using 
the means made available by the insurer.

18.2.1. Condition to be entitled to this cover
In order to be entitled to this cover, the insured party, of Spanish nationality, with 
a residence established in Spain at the time this insurance policy is issued, should 
have established a residence in a country other than Spain at the time the claim 
covered by this policy occurs.

18.2.2. The effective date of this cover
This cover shall not be applicable until 20 days after the policy becomes effective 
or 20 days from the date in which the insured purchased the cover if it occurred 
subsequently, unless the death were caused by an accident, or that the policy had 
substituted another, taken out with this same insurer, in which the insured involved in the 
claim were included with this cover. In these cases, the cover takes effect as of the first day.

Nevertheless, by agreement of the contracting parties, the above stipulated waiting period 
may be eliminated by stating so in the schedule.
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18.2.3. Description of covered services

Transport in the event of death

The insurer guarantees the necessary arrangements and expenses for the transport of the 
human remains of the insured indicated in the policy, excluding children who have 
reached the age of one month and who have not been expressly insured, from the 
place of their death anywhere in the world to a cemetery or cremation site within Spain, 
freely chosen by the beneficiaries of the deceased insured party.

The transport shall be carried out provided that the competent authorities grant the 
necessary authorisations and there are no grounds of force majeure.

Accompanying party for the repatriation of human remains

Beneficiaries of the deceased insured outside of Spain are entitled to a plane ticket or 
appropriate means of public collective transport (round trip tourist class), so that the person 
they designate can travel between Spain and the place where the death occurred or from the 
primary residence of the deceased to place where the death occurred and to Spain while 
accompanying the human remains.

The accompanying party shall also be entitled to this cover when the insured passes away 
in Spain and the transport takes place between peninsular Spain and the rest of the Spanish 
territory.

If the accompanying party needs to remain in the place where the death occurred due to 
arrangements related to the transport of the deceased, the insurer will reimburse the cost of 
accommodations and food for an amount of €150 per day, with a limit of €1,500.

Assistance for minors abroad

If the minors for whom the insured is responsible are left without assistance due to the death 
of the insured abroad, the insurer shall handle the necessary procedures and bear the costs of 
their return to the insured’s country of residence, with a companion if necessary.

The transport to Spain instead of the insured’s country of residence may be requested.

18.2.4. Important notes for this cover
Under no circumstances shall the insured have the option of reimbursement of 
expenses directly incurred thereby without prior authorisation of the insurer.

18.2.5. Exclusions 

In addition to the exclusions included in Article 17.1.6, claims that occur when the 
insured’s primary residence is in Spain are excluded from this cover. 
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18.3. Transport in the event for long-term 
stays abroad. Cover for residents in 
Spain 

The insurer guarantees the provision of the following services in the terms included herein:

- Transport in the event of death.

- Accompanying party for the repatriation of human remains.

- Assistance for minors abroad.

The assistance shall be provided if the competent authorities grant the necessary 
authorisations, there are no grounds of force majeure and the assistance is provided using 
the means made available by the insurer.

18.3.1. Condition to be entitled to this cover
In order to be entitled to this cover, the insured must have established their residence 
in Spain. In the event the insured requires assistance while travelling, in order to be entitled 
to this cover, the expected duration of the stay abroad must be greater than 90 days 
and is not to exceed one year.

18.3.2. Waiting period 
This cover shall not be applicable until 20 days after the policy becomes effective or 
20 days from the date in which the insured purchased the cover if the registration 
occurred subsequently, unless the transport or assistance were due to an accident or the 
policy had substituted another, taken out with this same insurer, in which the insured that 
experienced the accident was included. In these cases, the cover takes effect as of the first 
day.

Nevertheless, by agreement of the contracting parties, the above stipulated waiting period 
may be eliminated by stating so in the schedule.

18.3.3. Description of covered services

Transport in the event of death

The insurer guarantees the necessary arrangements and expenses for the transport of the 
human remains of the insured indicated in the policy, excluding children who have 
reached the age of one month and who have not been expressly insured, from the 
place of their death anywhere in the world to a cemetery or cremation site within Spain, 
freely chosen by the beneficiaries of the deceased insured party.

The transport of the human remains shall be carried out provided that the competent 
authorities grant the necessary authorisations and there are no grounds of force majeure.

Accompanying party for the repatriation of human remains

Beneficiaries of the deceased insured anywhere in the world are entitled to a plane ticket or 
the appropriate means of public collective transport (round trip economy class), so that the 
person they designate can travel between Spain and the place where the death occurred or 
from the insured’s temporary residence abroad to the place where the death occurred and to 
Spain, accompanying the human remains.
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The accompanying party shall also be entitled to this cover when the insured passes away 
in Spain and the transport takes place between peninsular Spain and the rest of the Spanish 
territory.

If the accompanying party needs to remain in the place where the death occurred due to 
arrangements related to the transport of the deceased, the insurer will reimburse the cost of 
accommodations and food for an amount of €150 per day, with a limit of €1,500.

Assistance for minors abroad

If the minors for whom the insured is responsible are left without assistance due to the 
death of the insured outside of Spain o the country of the insured’s temporary residence, the 
insurer shall organise their return to the country of temporary residence, with a companion 
if necessary.

The transport to Spain instead of the insured’s country of temporary residence may be 
requested. 

18.3.4. Exclusions 
In addition to the exclusions included in Article 17.1.6, the following claims are excluded 
from this cover:

1. Claims that arise when the primary residence of the insured is outside of Spain.

2. Claims that arise when the insured in travelling outside of Spain for more than one 
year.

3. Claims intentionally caused by the insured as well as those that are caused by 
judicially declared recklessness or gross neglect on the part of the insured.

4. Claims caused violently as a result of terrorism, rebellion, insurrection, riot or civil 
unrest or uprising, strikes, internal strife and sabotage.

5. Claims due to the direct or indirect effects of the atom.

6. Claims caused by earthquakes, floods or volcanic eruptions.

7. Those stemming from the involvement of the insured in any type of rally or the 
practice of any high-risk sport such as bullfighting, spelunking, scuba diving, 
parachuting and mountain climbing.

18.4. Transportation for foreigners residing in 
Spain (cover for repatriation in the event 
of death) 

18.4.1. Transport in the event of death
The insurer guarantees the procedures and expenses necessary for the transport of human 
remains of the deceased insured, with the exclusion of minors that have reached the 
age of one month and have not been explicitly insured in the policy, to the airport 
nearest the place chosen by the beneficiaries of the insured for cremation or burial of the 
human remains in the insured’s country of origin.

The transport of the human remains shall be carried out provided that the competent 
authorities grant the necessary authorisations and there are no grounds of force majeure and 
the transport is carried out through the funeral service designated by the insurer. 
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18.4.2. Accompanying party for the repatriation of human 
remains

Beneficiaries of the insured shall be entitled to a plane ticket or the most suitable means 
of public collective transport (round trip tourist class), so that the designated person can 
travel between Spain and the destination accompanying the human remains of the deceased 
insured.

18.4.3. Condition to be entitled to this cover
Individuals over the age of 70 years on the date of registration for this cover are not 
insurable. This cover shall only provide cover to those individuals who have non-
Spanish or double nationality (Spanish and that of the country of origin) and have 
legal status as residents of Spain in accordance with current legislation at all times.

This cover shall not apply when the insured loses their legal status as resident of 
Spain.

18.4.4. Important notes for this cover
Under no circumstances will the insurer be responsible for any payment or 
indemnity stemming from this cover.

18.4.5. Waiting period
There is a waiting period of six months for the cover described in this article. This 
period shall be calculated from the time the insured purchased this cover through this or 
another policy with this same insurer.

The waiting period shall not apply to claims stemming from an accident.

18.4.6. Cover benefit conditions
That set forth in Article 16 shall apply. Claims, in the general conditions.

18.5. Procedures related to privacy
18.5.1. Object of the cover
This cover shall apply to those insured (hereinafter the parties concerned) that may require 
the procedures covered thereby and described below, with the limit and effective date 
specified in the policy schedule.

At the request of the parties concerned, the insurer shall process the acquisition of the 
following documents with the corresponding agency:

a. Birth certificate, summary and in full.

b. Marriage certificate, summary and in full.

c. Application for the retirement pension from the INSS.

d. Application for the disability pension from the INSS.

18.5.2. Geographical scope
The services will be carried out in Spain provided that Spanish jurisdiction applies.
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18.5.3. Liability
The insurer shall provide the covered services with utmost diligence and always based on 
the information provided by the party concerned.

The insurer shall not be responsible for incorrect interpretations on the part of the users, nor 
for the legal advice and guidance received.

18.5.4. Exclusions
Under no circumstances shall procedures other than those listed in this service be 
undertaken, the following being expressly excluded:

- Procedures requested before the cover becomes effective or after its termination.

- The services that are the object of this cover shall be provided exclusively by the 
insurer and thus the payment of fees or any other indemnity is not guaranteed if 
such services are directly handled by the insured party. Court proceedings or legal 
assistance is hereby expressly excluded.

- The processing of any administrative, judicial or mediation proceeding is hereby 
excluded, as well as judicial and extrajudicial legal assistance services that might 
stem from this cover.

18.5.5. Claims
The party concerned that requires the services included in this cover can contact the insurer. 
Service shall be available by phone on business days from Monday to Friday, from 
9.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m.

In applicable cases and in keeping with the insured party’s application, the party concerned 
may send the required documents through the agreed-upon means.

For that which is not listed in this section with regard to the management of a claim, Article 
16 will apply. Claims, of the general conditions.

18.6. Legal advice concerning privacy and 
help with day-to-day needs due to the 
death of the insured

18.6.1. Legal advice concerning privacy

18.6.1.1. Object of the cover
This cover shall apply to those insured (hereinafter the parties concerned) that may 
require the services covered thereby and described below, with the limit and effective 
date specified in the policy schedule.

The parties concerned shall be entitled to the following services through this cover and 
according to the description thereof listed below:

- Access to the lawyer network.

- Legal assistance by telephone.

- In-person legal assistance.

- Revision and drafting of documents and contracts.
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Access to the lawyer network

If the party concerned requires the involvement of a lawyer in cases not under this policy 
and that require the need to take action on a claim or legal defence, the insurer shall 
make available the chance access to one of the lawyers that form its external network.

The cost of services provided by the lawyers, as well as that of services of any 
judicial body or establishment, and that of other professionals that may be 
related to a possible file, such as lawyers, notaries, experts, doctors, etc., shall 
be borne by the party concerned.

Legal assistance by telephone

The insurer shall make a lawyer available to the party concerned so that they provide 
information over the telephone, to prevent any dispute, regarding the scope of rights that 
they generally have in their private life, as well as the best defence method.

Legal information shall be provided through the insurer telephone number that appears 
in these general conditions.

Topics that, among others, may be the subject of a telephone query are described below:

Property

- Sale or purchase of a home: contracting, buying home off-plan, subsidised housing, 
mortgages, steps to follow before and after the sale or purchase.

- Home rental: lease agreement, annuity readjustment, eviction legal proceedings.

- Domestic services: hiring, conditions and requirements, Social Security 
contributions, wages, contract termination, hiring of foreigners, work permit.

- Community of property owners, neighbourhood committees, rights and 
responsibilities of owners, administrative bodies of the community of property 
owners, grievances against owners, grievances against the community of property 
owners, construction on the home, home taxation system, taxes to pay for sale of 
home.

Family

- Marriage: family property system, marriage contracts, separation and divorce, large 
family, taxation of the family property system.

- Rights of minors: public liability for minor and disabled children, adoption and 
fostering, children’s commissioner, a will on behalf of a minor or disabled child, 
emancipation, guardianship, abandonment, legal advocate, sale of children’s property.

- Non-marital cohabitation: city registers of registered partnerships, relationship 
property system arrangement, settlement of common assets, requesting alimony in 
the event of separation, death of one of the partners, economic rights of the survivor, 
obtaining survivor’s pension.

- Inheritance: types of wills: steps to follow when someone dies, distribution of 
inheritance with and without a will, disinheritance, forced heirs, local law, inheritance 
tax.
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Criminal matters

- Crimes or offences that affect them whether as a complainant/prosecution or 
private individual/claimant; or as the accused: complaint, accusation, arrest, 
detainment, legal proceedings.

Work

- Work contract: types of contracts, payroll, extension, applicable collective 
labour agreement, senior management contract, vacation, hours, geographic and 
functional transfer, contract termination.

- Dismissal of workers: termination (unfair, justified, and void), procedure with 
SMAC [Mediation, Arbitration and Conciliation Services], legal proceedings.

- Compensation: settlement or severance, in-court settlements, back payment, 
company bankruptcy, FOGASA claims, early retirement.

- Disciplinary actions for workers: grievance procedure, offences, suspension from 
duties and pay, disciplinary dismissal, financial penalties.

- Labour force adjustment plan: procedure, involvement of union representatives 
(staff delegates or works council), involvement of the labour authority.

- Workplace accidents and occupational disease: accidents that occur in the 
workplace or during work-related trips, occupation incapacity and disability, legal 
proceedings for the claim thereof.

- Social Security benefits.

- Taxes.

Tax return

- Exemptions, joint or individual return, personal job earnings, returns on real estate, 
investment income, income from business activity, capital profit and loss, national 
and regional deductions, pension plans, procedural tax matters.

Motor

- Administrative formalities: permits and authorisations, vehicle registration and 
deregistration, technical inspection authority (ITV).

- Insurance companies: responsibilities thereof, claims, insurance contract, abusive 
clauses, the insured’s defence.

- Traffic accidents: precautions to take when there is an accident, accident report, 
processing of the claim, judicial proceedings, indemnity for damages to the vehicle 
and injuries, opportunity to seek repair when the company wants to declare total 
loss of the car.

- Blood alcohol content: mandatory blood alcohol test, breath sample test, time that 
must pass between both tests, opportunity to request a blood test, cases for which 
detention and immobilisation of the vehicle is appropriate, judicial proceedings, 
criminal and administrative penalties.

- Taxes. Registration tax. Tax obligations of a transfer.

- Traffic penalties are expressly excluded from advice.
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Complaints as a consumer

- Information on consumer rights, abusive clauses.

- Product defects, products under warranty, faulty repairs, how to file a complaint.

- Complaints for improper charges or breaches of contract against telephone 
companies, dry cleaners, workshops, insurance companies, hotels, travel agencies, 
paid television channels.

- Complaints against banks: for improper fees collection, breaches of contract, 
abusive clauses.

- Personal data protection: how to file a complaint for improper use of personal 
data, complaints against the data protection agency, rights of access, deletion and 
rectification, registers for defaulters, RAI [Unpaid Receivables Register], ASNEF 
[National Association of Financial Credit Institutions], how to file a complaint for 
improper listing, how to delete your data.

- Teleshopping: purchasing by phone and over the Internet, improper charges, 
return deadlines, product delivery, defects in the product purchased, how to file a 
complaint.

If, due to the difficulty of the query or because of the specificity of the topic thereof, 
the insurer deems it appropriate that the legal information be provided to the party 
concerned in person, it may arrange a personal interview with one of the lawyers in its 
external network so that the party concerned may be advised verbally.

In-person legal assistance

The party concerned may ask the insurer, in the same cases provided for in the previous 
section “Legal assistance by telephone”, to arrange a personal interview with one of its 
lawyers so that that they may advise them verbally, to prevent any dispute, regarding the 
scope of rights that they generally have in their private life, as well as the best defence 
method.

This service does not include the issuance of written opinions, the revision or 
drafting of documents or contracts, or negotiation with third parties.

This advising modality is expressly limited to three interviews per insurance 
year.

Revision and drafting of documents and contracts

Whenever requested by telephone, the insurer shall provide the assistance of a 
lawyer for the revision and drafting of certain documents and contracts from which legal 
consequences may arise concerning the following topics:

- Sale or purchase and rental of a home.

- Complaints against the community of property owners.

- Consumer complaints.

- Complaints or administrative penalty appeals, with the exception of the 
management of fines for traffic or boat and aircraft piloting.

- Domestic service.
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Once the contract or document has been properly revised or drafted, the insurer shall 
deliver it to the party concerned so that they may file it with the addressee.

This service includes only the documents and contracts listed below:

Sale or purchase of a home
- Deposit and Sale or Purchase Agreements.

- Letters of complaint for delays in the hand-over of the home or for latent defects in 
the home after hand-over.

- Examination of the land registry extract from the property register and any other 
documentation provided by the client with the aim of verifying the status of charges 
and encumbrances on the property and the owner thereof.

- Review of the preliminary statement of the deed of sale prior to its granting before 
a notary public.

- Review of the preliminary statement of the mortgage deed, assumption, 
cancellation, prior to its granting before a notary public.

- Construction defects: warranty periods, limitation periods, liabilities of various 
participants in the construction project, decennial liability insurance, complaint 
procedures, new construction project documents, building record.

Rental of a home
- Lease agreement, letters of complaint from the lessor to the lessee for unauthorised 

construction projects, non-payment of rent, unauthorised subleasing.

- Letters of complaint from the lessee to the lessor so that the latter perform necessary 
construction on the home.

- Letters of communication as lessor to update rent or extend a contract; and as 
lessee to oppose update of rent or the extension of a contract. 

Community of property owners
- Letters of complaint to the community of property owners or other owners for 

nuisance, unhealthy or dangerous activities (noise, smoke).

- Letter to the president of the community of property owners requesting inclusion 
of a certain item on the meeting agenda.

- Letter to the president of the community of property owners stating opposition to 
an agreement made in the property owners meeting.

- Letter to the secretary of the community of property owners requesting community 
documents (by-laws, rules of internal procedure, meeting minutes).

Consumer complaintsm
- Letters of complaint for improper charges or breach of contract of warranty periods 

against: construction company or developer, remodelling companies, appliance or 
other goods repair companies, paid television channels, telephone companies, dry 
cleaners, vehicle repair workshops, vehicle dealerships.
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- Complaints against banks: for improper fees collection, breaches of contract, 
abusive clauses, etc.

- Letters of complaint for the purchase of goods via teleshopping (over the telephone 
or Internet) for improper charges, product return, failure to deliver product, defects 
in the product purchased.

Appeals and other documents to Public Administration concerning the home
- Pleadings against administrative penalty for not having a licence for the closure of a 

rooftop terrace or for a large construction project on the home.

- Notifications to City Hall for minor construction on the home.

Appeals for administrative penalties Complaints against the Administration
- Document of complaint against City Hall to request indemnity when the 

Administration has caused damage to property and rights of private citizens (injury 
that the citizen does not have the legal obligation to bear).

- Appeal against the notification of encumbrance of property or bank accounts.

- Appeal against the enforcement proceedings for unpaid debt.

- Appeal against an administrative penalty (reconsideration and appeal).

- Appeal against tax authorities about a tax liability.

Domestic service outside of the European Union
- Letter of invitation, employment offer, employment contract.

18.6.1.2. Geographical scope
The services will be carried out in Spain provided that Spanish jurisdiction applies.

18.6.1.3. Liability
The insurer shall provide the covered services with utmost diligence and always based 
on the information provided by the party concerned.

The insurer shall not be responsible for incorrect interpretations on the part of the users, 
nor for the legal advice and guidance received. 

18.6.1.4. Exclusions
Under no circumstances shall services other than those included in this cover be 
undertaken, the following being expressly excluded:

- Procedures requested before the cover becomes effective or after its termination.

- Costs other than the drawing up of written documents and their delivery to the 
party concerned.

- Notary, lawyer, expert or other professional fees that must be involved in 
extrajudicial proceedings.
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- Written documents drawn up by professionals other than those designated by the 
insurer.

- Any type of tax.

18.6.1.5. Claims
The party concerned that requires the services included in this cover can contact the 
insurer. Service shall be available by phone on business days from Monday to Friday, 
from 9.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m.

In applicable cases and in keeping with the insured party’s application, the party 
concerned may send the required documents through the agreed-upon means.

For that which is not listed in this section with regard to the management of a claim, 
Article 16 will apply. Claims, of the general conditions.

18.6.2. Assistance with day-to-day needs due to the death 
of the insured

In the event of the death of an insured party, the services under this cover shall be provided 
at the address of the insurance policy, with the limit and effective date specified in the policy 
schedule.

The insurer shall provide the following services:

1. Home care assistant.

2. Travel of a family member to care for children under the age of 16 or with 
disabilities.

3. Home care assistant to care for children under the age of 16 or with 
disabilities.

4. Transport of children under the age of 16 or with disabilities.

5. Transport of accompanying party for children under the age of 16 or with 
disabilities.

6. Accompaniment to school and back home for children under the age of 16 or 
with disabilities.

7. Home care assistant to care for first-degree ascendants.

8. Travel of a family member to care for first-degree ascendants.

9. Transport of first-degree ascendants.

10. Care of pets (dogs and cats).

11. Transmission of urgent messages.

12. Personal assistance.

18.6.2.1 Cover Schedule

1. Home care assistant.

The insurer shall organise and be responsible for locating and sending an assistant to 
help with basic domestic tasks (cleaning, washing and ironing, meal preparation, etc.) up 
to a maximum of 30 hours at a rate of 2 consecutive hours minimum per day, 
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counted from the first day. These hours shall be distributed over a maximum period 
of one month.

The insurer shall assign the number of hours of service based on an objective assessment 
of the requestor’s degree of autonomy by evaluating aspects such as number of family 
unit members, area of the home, etc.

The home care assistant cover is not accumulative in the event that there are 
several deceased members from the same family unit.

In the event the home care assistant service is requested in addition to service 
12. Personal assistance, the total calculation of hours of both services may not 
exceed 30.

2. Travel of a family member to care for children under the age of 16 or with 
disabilities.

The insurer shall organise and be in charge of transporting of the person designated by 
the assignees of the deceased insured to care for their children, to the address thereof in 
a normal airline (tourist class), train (first class) or taxi.

This service mutually exclusive with those included as 3, 4 and 8.

3. Home care assistant to care for children under the age of 16 or with disabilities.

The insurer shall organise and be in charge of arranging and sending an assistant to the 
home to care for and attend to the deceased insured’s children under the age of 16 or 
with disabilities, up to a maximum of 20 hours at a rate of 2 consecutive hours 
minimum per day, counted from the first day and over a maximum period of 
one month.

The insurer shall establish the number of hours based on an objective assessment of the 
requestor’s needs by evaluating aspects such as number of family unit members, area of 
the home, etc.

This service mutually exclusive with those included as 2 and 4.

4. Transport of children under the age of 16 or with disabilities.

The insurer shall organise and be in charge of transporting the deceased insured’s 
children under the age of 16 or with disabilities by regular airplane (tourist class), 
train (first class) or taxi, to the home in Spain of the family member designated by the 
assignees of the deceased insured. 

This service mutually exclusive with those included as 2 and 3.

5. Transport of companion for children under the age of 16 or with disabilities.

The insurer shall organise and be in charge of acquiring a roundtrip ticket on a regular 
airplane (tourist class), train (first class) or taxi, for the person in Spain designated to 
accompany the minors to the family member’s home. 
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When the assignees of the deceased insured are unable to designate an adult, the 
companion shall be designated by the insurer.

6. Accompaniment to school and back home for children under the age of 16 or 
with disabilities.

The insurer shall organise and be responsible for locating and sending a companion for 
a maximum of four times per day during a maximum of 10 days, provided that no 
family member is available, and within a maximum period of one month.

7. Home care assistant to care for first-degree ascendants.

The insurer shall organise and be in charge of arranging and sending an assistant to the 
home to care for and attend to the deceased insured’s children under the age of 16 or 
with disabilities, up to a maximum of 20 hours at a rate of 2 consecutive hours 
minimum per day, counted from the first day and over a maximum period of 
one month. These hours shall be distributed over a maximum period of one month.

The insurer shall assign the number of hours based on an objective assessment of the 
requestor’s need by evaluating aspects such as number of family unit members, area of 
the home, etc.

This service mutually exclusive with those included as 8 and 9.

8. Travel of a family member to care for first-degree ascendants.

The insurer shall organise and be in charge of acquiring a roundtrip ticket for the person 
designated by the assignees of the deceased insured to travel to the insured’s home, 
in a normal airline (tourist class), train (first class) or taxi, to care for the first-degree 
ascendants that live in the same home as the deceased insured and are dependents 
according to current legislation.

This service mutually exclusive with those included as 2, 7 and 9.

9. Transport of first-degree ascendants.

The insurer shall organise and be in charge of acquiring a roundtrip ticket on a normal 
airline (tourist class), train (first class) or taxi, for first-degree ascendants that live in the 
same home as the insured and are dependents according to current legislation, so that 
they may travel to the home in Spain of a family member designated by the assignees of 
the deceased insured.

This service mutually exclusive with those included as 7 and 8.

10. Care of pets (dogs and cats).

The insurer shall organise and be responsible for the transport and lodging of the 
deceased insured’s pets (dogs and cats) from the first day and for a maximum period 
of one month.
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11. Delivery of urgent messages. 

The insurer shall be responsible for delivering any urgent messages requested by the 
assignees of the deceased insured. 

12. Personal assistance. 

The insurer shall organise and be responsible for locating and sending a personal assistant 
apart from domestic tasks when personal care of any family member of the deceased 
insured is necessary, up to a maximum of 30 hours at a rate of 2 consecutive hours 
minimum per day, counted from the first day. These hours shall be distributed over 
a maximum period of one month.

By way of illustration, services included in this cover are:

- Support with hygiene, personal care, shower or bath.

- Personal assistance for dressing, putting on shoes and food.

- Moving about the home.

- Help eating food.

- Help with taking medication prescribed by a doctor.

- Basic care for individuals with incontinence.

- Promotion of hygiene habits and order.

Under no circumstances should this cover be understood as personal health services 
in the home such as nursing, medical-technical assistant, general medicine of medical 
specialties.

The insurer shall assign the number of hours of service based on an objective assessment 
of the requestor’s degree of need by evaluating aspects such as number of family unit 
members, area of the home, etc.

The home care assistant service is not accumulative in the event that there are 
several deceased members from the same family unit.

In the event the personal assistant service is requested in addition to service 
1. Home care assistant, the total calculation of hours of both services may not 
exceed 30.

18.6.2.2. Geographical scope of this cover
The services under this cover shall apply in Spain, unless the death occurs outside of 
Spain.

18.6.2.3. Exclusions
Under no circumstances will the insurer be responsible for any payment or indemnity 
stemming from this cover.

The general conditions shall only be valid when accompanied by the schedule and 
signed by the insurance policyholder.
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